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Attached Lid Euro Container  

400x300x246 - Solid, CH 

Item: 

9240V00   

This solid Euro stacking attached lid container with 400x300 footprint protects 

products from pollution, dust and contamination thanks to the hinged lid which 

cannot be lost. Easy to clean thanks to its smooth wall design. Tamper-evident 

protection when fitted with security tie. Ergonomical thanks to the closed 

handgrips on all four sides. Compatible with Schoeller Allibert's euro stacking 

accessories such as dollies, dividers, insert trays, label holders and many more.  

Specifications 
 

External (LxWxH): 400 mm x 300 mm x 246 

mm 

Internal (LxWxH): 355 mm x 255 mm x 232 

mm 

Weight: 1.68 kg 

Volume: 21 L 

Max. Individual Load capacity: 20 kg 
Max.Static load on bottom container in a  

stack: 450 kg 

Incremental stack height: 239 mm 

Base type: Solid 

Wall type: Solid , Solid 

Handles long side: Closed 

Handles short side: Closed 

Lid available: hinged lids 

Suitable for automatic handling: No 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: PP 

Temperature range: -10 °C to 50 °C 

Fire retardant: No 

   
   

 

  
   



Standard Colour: 522 Grey RAL 

7012 

Is UN Certified: No 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 40 

Pallet size: 1200 mm x 1000 mm 

Pallet Height: 1134 mm 

The information on this datasheet has been compiled with the greatest possible care. Nevertheless, the information provided may contain inaccuracies.  
Before you rely on the information provided, it must be confirmed in another way. Schoeller Allibert is not liable for any damage that occurs directly or indirectly as a result of relying on incorrect information in this datasheet. Datasheet Stackable | 26-10-2022 

Feature and Benefits 
 

- Hinged lid - No lost lids whilst keeping the contents protected 

- Strong and sturdy design - The vertical ribs offer maximized stacking strength 

- Sealable lids - Easy to seal with cable tie to prevent prevent unauthorized access 

- Easy identification - Different label areas available 
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